Academic Policy Committee
Minutes
January 31, 2017
Members present: Sarah Ash, Alton Banks, Marina Bykova, Jeremy Feducia, Kerry Havner, Paul
Huffman, Donna Carver, Neal Parker
Members Absent: Chang Nam, Sophia Kathariou, Jennifer Kuzma, Greg Young,
Guest: Serena Reavis, University IT Accessibility Coordinator
Topic: Revision of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Accessibility

Regulation

Her office is attempting to build more resources for faculty v. earlier focus on people in IT and also
make current regulations less complicated (including fewer words). See appended document.
Question: Why isn’t DELTA involved? No one there with that expertise.
Answer: Reavis would like to see that.
Question: What are the limitations to a disability?
Answer: Anyone can be admitted as long as they meet the intellectual standards (v. physical
standards). It is the responsibility of her office to help make things like Moodle accessible.
ISSUES SPECIFIC TO THE REGULATION
2.1 Tidied up the definition
3.4 Working with instructors to develop alternatives to resources that cannot be made assessable
Question re 3.2 Can we assume that major companies meet current guidelines?
Answer: Not necessarily. Need to ask the vendor re their compliance with Federal Access Board’s
Electronic and Information Technology Accessibility Standards (from handbook).
Question: How often do students not request accommodation when they should b/c they don’t
know to ask?
Answer: More likely that there are students who need to register but don’t. We only have about
half the population that we ought to (~5% v. 10% of the student population are registered).
Most common problems:
--Faculty need to pay attention to the top 10 list of accessibility issues (see appended document).
Now have funding for captioning so that has become easier.
Cost is based on the number of minutes. Can get expensive, therefore need to make
sure that you are being smart about what you caption.
--Some faculty are resistant to making accommodations.
Resources for faculty:
https://accessibility.oit.ncsu.edu/it-accessibility-at-nc-state/faculty/
Comment: Could be helpful to have someone at the College IT level who could answer some of the
questions about accessibility.

